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Press Release Summary: Nestled in the rolling hills of Tuscany lined with 
olive trees and grapevines lies the enchanting town of Lajatico. This 
charming Italian setting is the background of Realitalia’s latest project, Ville 
degli Olivi.  

 

Press Release Body: With stunning panoramic views of cultivated olive orchards and 
nearby villages, Ville degli Olivi is an exceptional opportunity for anyone who wants 
to experience the wonders and convenience of the undiscovered Tuscan 
countryside while being within a 1 minute walk to the sights and sounds of 
Lajatico’s main square.  

Realitalia’s Director, Luca Catalano is delighted to present the company’s first 
offering in the area, saying, “It is exceptional to be able to enjoy such a proximity to 
an historical center but at the same time to have the advantage of such a large olive 
orchard with uninterrupted view over the fields.”  

Lajatico is the home of famed cross-over classical singer, Andrea Bocelli. Thanks 
to a collaboration between Realitalia and Andrea’s brother, architect Alberto 



Bocelli, the conversion of this rustic building into 5 panoramic apartments and the 
construction of three additional townhouses will combine the highest dedication of 
conservation with the same attention to detail and convenience found in all Realitalia 
projects.  

Realitalia creates intelligently designed homes with hidden technology and 
comfortable amenities that help owners enjoy their homes in ways they never 
dreamed possible. They offer the unique opportunity to enjoy the freedom of Italian 
culture with the exclusive privilege of the Realitalia Lifestyle Solutions. This 
specialty program includes on-site rental management for those who wish to let their 
home when it is unoccupied. Realitalia takes the stress out of owning a home in the 
Italian countryside so owners can truly experience the culture, culinary delights, and 
world-renowned wines Italy has to offer them. 

Lajatico is a lovely medieval village in an undiscovered, yet easily accessible 
Tuscany where every dramatic view looks like the background of a Michaelangelo 
or DaVinci painting. Resting just 30 minutes from the Pisa airport, it is the perfect 
base from which to explore the cultural wonders of Italy. As a lesser known region of 
Tuscany, Lajatico’s sandy, winding streets and olive-dotted hills offer the perfect 
balance between serene privacy and the flurry of Tuscan cultural activity. The 
Tuscan Riviera is about a thirty minute drive away. Closer to home are the 
beautiful historic villages of Chianni, and Volterra, with Lajatico resting in the 
center of the Tuscan triangle of Pisa, Florence, and Siena. 

Realitalia is focused on the beauty, elegance, lifestyle solutions of its properties and 
promotes culturally recognized centers of Italy. Tuscany is known for its fine art 
museums, intricate architecture, and regional foods. This artistic tradition continues 
each year at the Teatro del Silenzio in Lajatico. This stunning landscape theater is 
the site of an annual festival where Andrea Bocelli returns home to perform with 
other word famous artists. For more information: www.teatrodelsilenzio.com. 
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